WIPRO’s Mission 10x workshop concludes at SVEC

The prestigious Mission 10x Faculty Empowerment Workshop concluded at Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College on 20th January, 2012 with a critical review of the benefits that have accrued to 32 young teachers who underwent five-day intensive training given by the expert team of WIPRO. The beneficiaries of the programme placed on record the impact of the training which made them realize the relevance of the shift from ‘teaching paradigm to learning paradigm’ in the modern context.

Prof. Rallapalli Ramamurthy, FNA, FNASc.; former Vice-Chancellor of S.V.University and General President of Indian Science Congress (2007-2008) who was the Chief Guest at the Valedictory function paid rich compliments to Azim Premji, Chairman of WIPRO for conceiving the laudable concept of imparting technical training to young teachers in Engineering Colleges throughout India, which not only empowers the teachers to appreciate the intricate aspects of teaching but also benefits the young learners. He emphasized the need for partnership among Institutions, Industry and Corporate Sector as an inevitable social responsibility for mutual benefits.

The Chief Guest paid rich compliments to Padma Shri Dr. M. Mohan Babu, Chairman, SVET for his relentless and continuous efforts in developing the Engineering College as a Centre of Excellence.

Prof. T. Gopala Rao, Special Officer in his address redefined ‘resource persons’ as ‘source persons’ since resources may deplete over a period of time and sources remain mostly perennial. He advised the trained members of faculty to share their experiences of training with students and be ‘proactive’ not ‘reactive’ while understanding the learning requirements of young students. He added that teachers should evaluate themselves continuously to refresh, revitalize and reinvigorate their innate talents of teaching.

Sri G. Viswanath, Head, Mission 10x, WIPRO gave a lucid presentation on the Mission 10x programme.

Dr. P.C.Krishnamachary, Principal; Sri K. Delhi Babu, PAT Officer, Deans, HODs and members of faculty participated in programme.